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One U.S.airport has its own
mini-subway system for
passengers;
another has its own "el:'
Who designed and built
both systems?
That well-known subway and
el builder,Westinghouse.
You bet wfire hiring.
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If you can't wait for the recruiter,
write today to George Garvey,

Ii" Westinghouse Education Center,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221. An equal
opportunity employer.
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Editor-in-Chief Doug Mehlhorn EE, '73 As technology progresses and engineers develop
the capability to solve more complex problems, a

Managing Editor Bruce Lippard EE, '73 question the engineer must face in addition to the
traditional "How can we do it?" is "Should we do

News Editor Gary Smock EE, '73 it?" Until recent years this question did not have
to be faced in many cases by the engineer. The

Business Manager Steve Nussrallah EE, '73 supply of resources available seemed endless. The
rivers appeared to be capable of carrying away any

Feature Editor Dick Jacobs EE, '73 liquid wastes that might ever be produced and of
dissipating the heat produced by power companies

Circulation Manager Dave Wade EE, '73 and industry. The atmosphere seemed to be an
inexhaustible sink in which to dump the exhaust

Staff Dan Russ CE, '73 from cars and factories. And while engineers were
Larry Lankford EE, '73 making important contributions to the world's
Tom Kuhnell EE, '73 comfort and safety, they had not advanced the
Mark Dunbar AsE, '75 state of the art to the extent that they could
Rick Davies EE, '73 control the populace - or destroy it in minutes.

Times have changed, though, and engineers are
Photography Bruce Lippard EE, '73 equipped with an increasingly more powerful

Brent Stiles ChE, '75 technology. Backed by this technology, the en-
Mike Mattei Grad gineer is capable of producing new developments

which can revolutionize modern life in relatively
Advisor Robert Delcamp short periods of time. Sometimes the developments

create problems of the same magnitude as the
condition the developments were to improve.

The c?ver features t~e Because the engineer has such power, he must
photo-making pattern used In accept the responsibility of knowing how to use it
the f~brica~ion of the. fir~t wisely.
work ing Integrated circuit -. . . .

d . th U C S lid St t That tnis IS necessary can be seen by exarrurung
rna e In e .. 01 ae f d' d f enei . T k fElectronics Laboratory. The some 0 to ay s pro ucts 0 engmeering. a e, or
.055" x .070" flip-flop circuit example, the television. The television has prob-
was made by Dave Brown, an ably influenced American living patterns more than
E.E. graduate student, and any other innovation in the last twenty-five years.
contains two transistors, two And yet so little is known about its effects. Does
diodes, and six resistors. violence on television have an adverse effect on

children - or adults for that matter? Could

The Cooperative Engineer is in need of a
secretary whose duties will be to transcribe tapes
and do general typing. Volunteers for this chal-
lenging position or any other staff position should
apply to the Cooperative Engineer office, located
in the Engineering Student Activities room, 647
Baldwin Hall.
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television be used in some manner unknown to the and scientists, not tyrants, created these weapons.
public to control public opinion or attitudes? No These are examples from which to learn that the
one seems to know with certainty. engineer cannot divorce himself from examining

Consider also the automobile. While hindsight is the possible impact of his work. Many are begin-
admittedly much easier to exercise than foresight, ning to realize this. For example, in the February,
it would seem that if the possible problems 1972, Scientific American appears an article,
associated with automobiles had been more con- "Technology Assessment and Microwave Diodes".
scientiously studied, the problems of pollution and The authors attempt to predict the effect of an
highway overcrowding might not be so severe emerging technological development with the hope
today. that its benefits can be maximized and its potential

Perhaps the most poignant example of lack of problems minimized. This procedure should be
foresight can be seen by the number of weapons expanded to include all new developments in
existing which are capable of producing global technology. While this procedure requires engineers
destruction. While tyrants have always existed, to become proficient in such fields as sociology
never before have they had the destructive power and ecology as well as in more traditional engineer-
available today. Never before has the world been a ing skills, this profiency is essential if engineering is
pushbutton away from destruction. But engineers to provide a better standard of living for man.

• •. 'L ~ ~ •••
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Tribunal Notes

The process of obtaining an Engineering educa- viewpoint, a student has to want to learn and needs
tion, indeed, any college education, is a very to justify in his own mind why he is learning. The
nebulous phenomena. According to popular ac- professor should provide the knowledge and the
claim, a certain number of specified courses con- justification. Naturally, this, like all of the other
stitutes an education whether or not the student issues involving compromises, is much easier to
actually manages to learn. Such an educational discuss than to remedy. Much of the solution
system is, at best, a poor compromise, but this is though, lies in the mental attitude of all involved.
largely the situation at present. The compromise Here in Engineering, the problem seems to be
comes from many origins but can be catagorized greater due to the nature of the material and the
into physical problems of the system and mental lack of contact with the rest of the university
reflections on education. Even so, the present community. The student is the only person who
educational process can become somewhat effec- can decide if he is getting an education and he is
tive if students want to learn and use the com- the only one who can regulate the balance between
promise to their advantage. technology and humanity. The professor, by im-

The physical problems of the educational system proving his mental attitude concerning what he is
are a Pandora's Box that educators have been trying to do, can only adjust the ease with which
trying to close for years. The problem of trying to the student can grasp the technical portion of his
learn basic knowledge versus the temptation, of education. The student can decide how he will
professors and students, to only obtain a short- balance this in order to truly obtain a worthwhile
term command of the information involved, is a education. This can be done through the taking of
pitfall that is complicated by many other aspects other courses, involvement in campus activities,
of the situation. The difference between the book simply listening to music, or various other personal
presentation and the course structure and presenta- methods. Learning is an individual accomplishment
tion is often the difference between knowledge and and can only be achieved in that light. Only the
futility. Many times, the background of the pro- student can decide what and why he needs to
fessor does not warrant his teaching of a course, so know something and, whether or not he learned it.
the education process becomes an exercise in the In the culmination of any educational process it
professor confusing the students. More impor- is important that new insights be developed. In
tantly, the time needed to understand compared to Engineering, this would include a scientific nature
the time period allowed, often ignores the primary and a practical mind. More important is the "Know
reason for being here - to learn. The student has Yourself" dogma as it concerns the development of
to realize that this will probably be the situation the human being. In our profession, it is quite
and, therefore, try to decipher the basics from the important that the educational process allows for
material as presented and try to point out better both. This can be summarized by the following
methods for presenting the information. Another two quotes from The Prophet by Kahlil Gibran:
familiar compromise is the equipment and physical
surroundings of the learning process and the Concerning Educators _
am?unt of money available for ~uch use. Here '1[ he is indeed wise he does not bid you
again, the student can only do his best to learn enter the house of his wisdom but rather
with the minimum amount of discomfort by using leads you to the threshold of your own
the system to his advantage, e.g., pass-fail for lab mind"
work. The list of physical problems of the present .
educational process is endless; the only recourse Concerning Students _
for the student is to think about them and actively
campaign for their alteration or removal. "No man can reveal to you aught but that

More important, though, are the mental reflec- which already lies ~,alf asleep in the dawning
tions or attitudes concerning education as a general of your knowledge.
topic. Both professors and students tend to forget
that the learning process is a balance between Randall Allemang, President
technology and humanity. From the scholar's Engineering Tribunal
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~Lrmt!! to ,th~~ditor

Dear Editor:

Why aren't there any vending machines (such as
a coffee machine) in Rhodes or Baldwin? If a
student wants something to eat or drink (other
than water), he must take a nice hike over to Swift
Hall, of to the caterer along University Avenue, or
to the Union. All of that is nice if you have an
hour between classes, but many students do not!

I have heard that the Dean of the College of
Engineering does not want vending machines in
Rhodes or Baldwin because they lead to excessive
litter in the classrooms and halls, etc., etc.

Does the Dean have a coffee pot in his office? If
he does, I feel he should share it with the students
or get rid of it and drink cold coffee with the rest
ofus.

A Thirsty Studen t

EDITOR'S NOTE: This column is open to anyone
at the University, whether he is a student or
faculty member, in or out of the College of
Engineering. Letters may be concerned with any-
thing you feel our readership would be interested
in. All letters must be signed, but names will be
withheld on request. Please also include your
organizational affiliation. Address them to:

Editor, The Cooperative Engineer
Room 647, Baldwin Hall
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio 45219
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Thoughts of The President on Engineering

Gary Smock EE'73

Bruce Lippard EE'73

Doug Mehlhorn EE'73

Dr. Warren G. Bennis became the eighteenth State, Ford Motor Co., ALCAN, and many other
President of the University of Cincinnati on Sep- educational and industrial enterprises.
tember 1, 1971. Before that he was Academic Vice Dr. Bennis received his bachelor's degree in
President of the State University of New York at business at Antioch College, attended the London
Buffalo, Chairman of the Organizational Studies School of Economics for advanced graduate work
Group at M.LT.'s Sloan School of Management, in economic theory, and received his Ph.D. in
and has taught at Harvard University, the Univer- social sciences and economics from M.LT. He is a
sity of California, Boston University, IMEDE, Fellow of the American Psychological Association,
associated with the University of Lausanne, Switz- the American Sociological Association, the New
erland, and was the director of a new school of York Academy of Sciences, and the American
management, sponsored by M.LT. and the Ford Academy for the Advancement of Science. He is a
Foundation, in Calcutta, India. Diplomate of the American Board of Professional

Bennis is an internationally recognized scholar Psychology. He is consulting Editor of the Addi-
of organizational behavior and a leading educator. son-Wesley Book Company's series in social sci-
He has published 14 books and over 200 articles. ences and management and is Consulting Editor of
His latest books are Conflict and Change (Pen- six academic journals.
quin), to be published in 1971 and The University Dr. Bennis married a Cleveland girl whom he
Crisis, to be published in the Spring of 1972. The met while teaching at M.I.T., a graduate of
Temporary Society (co-authored with Philip E. Radcliffe and the Boston Museum School, Clurie
Slater) and The Professional Manager have won in Williams. They have three children: Kate, 7; John
successive years the McKinsey Foundation award Leslie, 5, and Will Martin, 3.
for the best book of the year on management. His
book, Changing Organizations, (McGraw-HilI, Editor: Dr. Bennis: What factors influenced your
1966) has already been published in Japanese, decision to come to the University of Cincinnati?
Spanish, and is soon to be published in Dutch,
Portugese, and German editions. Dr. Bennis: There were several that were

Presidents of both political parties have appoint- important to me at the time I made the choice,
ed Bennis to advisory posts. He has served on but I don't think one is ever very clear about
President Nixon's White House Task Force on what guides their decisions. I wanted very much
Science Policy and former President Johnson ap- to head an urban institution, because I felt that
pointed him to the Advisory Committee of the there really have been no great urban Universities
Federal Executive Institu te and the Federal Judi- in the country. Universities are located in the
cial Center. He has also served on the Advisory cities, but they are in the city and not of the city.
Committee to the New York State Joint Legislative Second, I felt the city itself has the potential,
Committee on Higher Education, on the Board of the capacity, the intactness, the regional
Scientific Counselors of the National Institute of autonomy and local culture to become a great
Child Health and Development, and the Board of supporter of the University. Also I was terribly
Trustees of Antioch College. He is presently serving impressed with the amount of pride, loyalty and
as a trustee for Pitzer College, the Church Society commitment that many local people have to this
for College Work, and the M.LT. Corporation University. You just will not find it anywhere
Visiting Committee in the Humanities. He has been in the country . You will not find it in Detroit
a consultant to the U.N., the U.S. Department of with Wayne State, you will not find 'it in San

8 COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



Francisco with San Francisco State, you will not
find it in Buffalo where I came from, you will
not find it in New York with CCNY. There's
not a city University in the country that I know
of that still maintains such a promising relationship
with the University, and a hopeful, prideful one.
Those were some of the main things. The city
itself has a potential I felt to walk into the 21st
Century, rather than back into it.

Editor: You have been here for almost two quar-
ters. Have you found the University to be what
you expected?

Dr. Bennis: Well, yes and no. I mean "yes"
intellectually, in the sense that all the options I
saw as possibilities when I accepted the job on
April 6th. All of those options are still available,
in fact, more of them. I see more promise and
potential than I really thought was possible at
the time. So from that point of view, not only
do I experience what I expected, but I think it's
even more so. "No," on the other hand, in the
sense that some of the things are just hard to
imagine without experiencing them, like what it's
like to be president of an institution which is like
a modern size city, 37 ,000 students, 2600 faculty,
6000 staff, other employees, a community of
alumni and parents. I don't think I really under-
stood the magnitude or scale of the problems.
This is true even on the positive side. I mean,
I still can't believe the kind of support I feel from
the community, so that it's hard always to really
know a place till you get there. You have to walk
on the ground, you have to feel and touch and
smell. Basically, the hopes I had are still not only
there, but even in these difficult times, they are,
if anything, higher hopes.

Editor: At this point, what is your impression of
the College of Engineering?

March, 1972

Dr. Bennis: I really have not had the chance
to get into the innards of each of the colleges
yet. I'll have a much better idea after the accredi-
tation visit which is coming up very soon. My
sense of it is that it is one of the colleges within
the University, that has had a good reputation,
partly because of the Cooperative Program, partly
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because of its history, going back to Dean Dr. Bennis: A lot more unification of know-
Schnider. There are obviously many competent ledge. I say, this is really where it ought to be
people there. It's also interesting to notice the going. A lot more unification meaning that we
tribunal is strong, because of this, I know the should not any longer train "just specialists"
students better. One of the fraternities associated who develop a "trained-incapacity", who do not
with engineering, Triangle, seems like a strong know the connections between the sciences and
fraternity so that there is a lot of leadership in engineering and technology, say, and the
the Engineering College. It seems to me that some humanities, and shall we say biological systems.
of the faculty I have met are doing a lot of interest- DC philosophy of education is basically a very
ing things that are interdisciplinary, that are simple one. It's a quote from a book, "only con-
related to some of the social concerns of society, nect", make the connections, because I don't
so that my impression is positive. But it is also think our society can any longer afford to educate
a thin, shallow view, because I don't really have people who are so narrow that they do not see
that familiarity yet. I also think that there are the other implications, social, humane,
some questions as there would be in almost any philosophical, political, economic of their work.
Engineering School at this point in time. But it The phrase, "I only work here", "I amjust doing
would be wrong of me to get into those because my job", is a problematical one. Just take the
I haven't completely seen all the facts. I want whole development of what happens in war right
to give you a feeling of my overall impression. now, someone invents the substance from which
But it is not a fully developed view. napalm is made, someone invents napalm in the

laboratory, and someone else applies it. The DO D
Editor: Important to the student of Engineering buys it and the general requestions it, and airplane
is the direction in which Engineering Education pilot loads it and dumps it, and the man who actu-
is heading. As an educator, can you give us insight ally released the bomb doesn't even smell the
as to this direction? burning flesh nor does anybody. Everybody is

so segmented. I think that is the trouble with our
education. It is so narrow that it prevents under-
standing to the full consequence of any single act.
One of the problems historically with engineering,
has been its narrowness. So, I suspect, first, there
should be more connections, fusions, interdiscipli-
nary work that embrace the humanities and social
sciences. MIT, in this case is a good example.
I think your co-op program goes in this direction.
Second, I think a much greater concern with not
just jobs, but with a connection with general
education, with learning how to learn. So often,
just to learn electronic or civil engineering, or
whatever may not lead to the kinds of social
responsibilites I know engineers are capable of.
Sixty percent of the kids who are now in grade
school and high school, that is the pre-
Baccalaureate, are going to be entering careers
which today are not even known. In my educa-
tional creed, I wrote, we have got to educate
people to be prepared to face anything, not some-
thing. This is another thing that we have to
develop an education for the "new engineer,"
which creates a socially responsible, highly intel-
ligent generalist, with a strong kind of major which
gives him an armature in some particular areas
of competence. Basically, you have to produce
the learning man and woman who can continue
over their entire lives to understand how to learn,
what the underlying processesare, because if one
is trained to solve something, one is going to be
obsolete, because that something is not going to
be there when you graduate. I would try to set
up a goal, but I think probably engineering educa-
tion in general is going to be more concerned with

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER10



the values, ethics, social, and humanistic aspects, to the point of the possibility of losing their job.
as well as technology. I t is going to be concerned It may be that he quits but I do think that he
with the learning process which will continue the ought to have a voice in the decisions, social and
education, this is a wish, a desire more than; it technological. I think he should have a big voice.
is necessity. But I hope we go in that direction.

Editor: Today the engineer is often blamed for
contributing to problems, such as pollution, which

Editor: As engineers do become involved in pro- have accompanied advance in technology. Thus,
jects involving the well-being of society, they will some people have characterized engineers as hav-
encounter situations in which moral, as well as ing no social concern. Do you think this has been
technical decisions will be required. How big a true to any degree?
voice should the engineer assume in making these
decisions? Dr. Bennis: I think there has been a bad image

of the engineer for which he is not totally responsi-
Dr. Bennis: Well, it all depends on what kind ble, just as there is now a kind of negative image

of institution he is working for, and the area of of scientists. In some ways, maybe the engineer
his own concern. For example, if one wanted to has been guilty of perpetrating this mythology or
work in underdeveloped countries by inventing this image because possibly he has said "I only
certain kinds of small engines for fishing boats, work here, don't get me involved in other kinds
for example which can be repaired by the owner of concerns." On the other hand, I see an extra-
and is a relatively easy task, you could really ordinary amount of interest right now in young
change the whole technological intricacy and engineers, students, and in professors. It seems
development of a nation. But if you worked within to me they are more adaptable than many other
large institutions, it is very difficult sometimes of the sciences and disciplines of the University.
to influence the course of work. You are asked They are more adaptable as a group. I thought
not to design a plane, you are asked to design MIT was a beautifully run institution because it
a tip of a wing. Things get more specialized so was run mainly by engineers, for engineers, and
that I believe that the engineer should be allowed because they are project oriented and team
to have an extraordinary amount of influence up oriented. Among engineers, there is more capcity

Research 2. Materials specifications and construction quality-
control. Needed are more scientific methods of writing

opportunl-t-leS I-n specifications, particularly acceptance and rejection
criteria. Additionally, faster methods for quality-con-

h- h - - trol tests at construction sites are needed.Ig way engineering 3. Drainage of pavement structures. More should be
known about the need for sub-surface drainage of
Asphalt pavement structures. Limited information
indicates that untreated granular bases often accumu-

The Asphalt Institute late moisture rather than facilitate drainage. Also, }n-
• ••• dications are that Full-Depth Asphalt bases resting

suggests projects In five Vital areas directly on impermeable subgrades may not require
sub-surface drainage.
4. Compaction and thickness measurements of pave-

Phenomenal advances in roadbuilding techniques dur- ments. The recent use of much thicker lifts in Asphalt
ing the past decade have made it clear that continued pavement construction suggests the need for new
highway research is essential. studies to develop and refine rapid techniques for

Here are five important areas of highway design measuring compaction and layer thickness.
and construction that America's roadbuilders need to 5. Conservation and beneficiation of aggregates. More
know more about: study is needed on beneficiation of lower-quality base-
l. Rational pavement thickness design and materials course aggregates by mixing them with Asphalt.
evaluation. Research is needed in areas of Asphalt For background information on Asphalt construe-
rheology, behavior mechanisms of individual and com- tion and technology, send in the coupon.
bined layers of pavement structure, stage construe- --------------------------...,
tion and pavement strengthening by Asphalt overlays. OFFER OPEN TO CIVIL ENGINEERING

Traffic evaluation, essential for thickness design, STUDENTS AND PROFESSORS
requires improved procedures for predicting future THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE
amounts and loads. College Park, Maryland 20740

Evaluation of climatic effects on the performance Gentlemen: Please send me your free library on
of the pavement structure also is an important area Asphalt Construction and Technology.
for research. N Cl karne ass or ran ---

The Asphalt Institute ~1 ~~:r:~s .
~ CIty State ZIp Code__ -College Park, Maryland 20740 .,..l,.Alt\ .•.••~~ L ...J
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to work together on common problems. There Editor: Do you feel that the College of Engineer-
is a problem solving orientation of engineers, ing has a responsibility to serve the community?
which I think is very attractive. Given that, I Is it fully meeting that responsibility? What sort
think probably the engineers in the next ten or of programs could further involvement?
fifteen years will be able to make, in my view,
probably the greatest contributions to society and Dr. Bennis: I think it does, I think it has alot
for society's problems. Engineers have also made of responsibilities, including this, I think with the
great contributions to education. Look at the coming here of the environmental protection
cooperative program. So I think that their problem agency the (EPA) we now have the possibility
solving orientation will allow engineers to develop here at the College of Engineering, to develop
far more rapidly than other disciplines. one of the most spectacular kinds of involvements

in the environment and it's brought us into the
Editor: Bringing the problem of image back to community. It presents an analogy to the concept
the University situation, it has often been of the teaching hospital because it's going to pro-
observed that the College of Engineering is some- vide the crucibles for all sorts of "action-
what isolated from the rest of the University com- research" programs. The possibilities I think are
munity, perhaps due to the type of curriculum very promising and I will continue to support and
or work load required. What can be done to bring further the coming collaboration between EPA
about greater cooperation and understanding and the University. The engineers have been,
between the Engineering College and other col- along with medicine and the law, the most
leges? involved in community participation.

Dr. Bennis: First of all, I am not really sure Editor: What can and should the University do
the engineering college is any more isolated than to help prepare the engineer to make these deci-
any other college. I think the engineers have better sions?
capacities for working with others than many
other disciplines or departments because of their Dr.Bennis: To better prepare the engineer I
very natural which fits between, let us say, Bio think it is important he get a broader background
Applied Mathematics, or Bio Engineering or inter- in the Humanities and the Social Sciences. It was
disciplinary aspects of pollution, traffic and vari- easy for me as a business or sociology major to
ous kinds of problems. Most of these require a have more free time, but engineers have a very
team of diffirent kinds of disciplines and profes- taxing, demanding cirriculum with laboratory
sionals. I suspect, incidentally, that basically work. I suspect that they ought to be stretched
engineers, if given a chance, may tend to be more over a wider loop of disciplinary spectrum than
collaborative with other disciplines than many they presently are. Experienced engineers have
other disciplines are. So again I am hopeful. I often told me that they find themselves caught
am not "Polyannish ". I saw it at MIT. I don't in the gap between two cultures, science and
know whether that is true here. In the report that humanities. I think that engineers would benefit
was done at UC some years ago, which said that from a very important sense of the humanities
the problem, the basic problem at DC, is that and social sciences, just as I believe the humanist
it is basically a collection of sixteen isolated col- and social scientist need to develop a seriously
leges. I don't sense that engineering is any worse, lacking technological literecy. Indeed, I believe
I think it may be better. that engineers, despite their "image", have been

far more forthcoming in learning about the human
Editor: One thing could be that most engineering side of enterprises than their counterparts have
classes are in Rhodes or Baldwin and they seem seen in understanding science and technology.
isolated.

Dr. Bennis: You're absolutely right. The other
part about engineers that I hesitate to generalize
on but I noticed myself from students at MIT.
They are shyer, more introverted. There maybe ,
something about engineering education or about
the person who is attracted to things rather than
people (to use rough dichotomy) that would lead
some engineers to be shyer, less aggressive, more
bashful. I don't know, but in terms of intellectual
collaboration, which does take a little bit of asser- EDITOR'S NOTE:
tiveness, they have probablty done more than Dr. Bennis has an open discussion 11leeting every
others. Wednesday at 2:30.
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-WESTERN ELECTRIC REPORTS-

.g.;oc...-.: .~-_. - ---~-~.-

1500° C furnace was specially designed to fire Electron micrographs show Thin film integrated circuit shown here is part
these new substrates. The relatively low tern- the great difference in grain of a resistor network. It is one of many that
perature results in smooth substrate surfaces size between new ceramic benefit from the improved substrate. Metal
for practically fault-free thin film bonding. material (lower) and the leads on sides are bonded by thennocompres-

previous material (upper). sian to tantalum nitride resistor film.

Smoothing the way for perfect thin film bonding.
Aluminum oxide, or alumina, is con- other shapes. Holes can be punched at

sidered to have the best combination of the same time.
properties for thin film circuit substrates. Finally, because of the use of active
Until recently, however, the bonding of alumina, the material is fired at an unusu-
metal elements to gold-coated tantalum ally low temperature which results in
nitride resistor film on alumina was some- smooth substrate surfaces for reliable
what unpredictable. thin film bonding. The finished substrate

Now, an advance at Western Electric is then ready for the various processes of
has made it possible to get practically thin film circuit production.
fault-free bonding of these materials. In developing this new process, en-

This new perfection in bonding gineers at Western Electric's Engineering
came through the development of finer Research Center worked together with
grained alumina substrates. engineers at the Allentown plant.

The process has four basic steps: Conclusion: This new way to pro-
milling, casting, punching and firing. duce substrates is a truly significant con-

During milling, alumina is combined tribution for thin film circuit production.
with magnesium oxide, trichlorethylene, The ultimate gain from this smoother
ethanol and a unique deflocculant. For substrate is for communications itself.
24 hours, this mixture is rotated in a ball For through the 'achievement of nearly
mill. In a second 24-hour period, plasti- perfect bonding of metal leads to tanta-
cizers and a binder are included. lum nitride, thin films can be produced

The deflocculant plays a major role with even greater reliability and economy.
by dissipating the attraction forces that
exist between the highly active alumina
particles. This prevents thickening, which
would ordinarily make an active alumina @
mixture unworkable. 0

The 48 hours of milling is followed
by casting. When the material comes off
the casting line, it is in the form of a flexi-
ble polym~r/alumi~a tape, dry enough Western Electric
to be cut Into easily handled secuons,

After casting, a punch press cuts the
material into the desired rectangles or We make things that bring people closer.



That cylinder: the size of The U.S. Postal Service is busily streamlining
- b -Id-' bl k f II itself with some of the most sophisticated electronica pea, IS a UI mg OC 0 a hardware in-or out of-this world.

space-age electronics gea~ . Optical scanners to decipher addresses ~nover 90
. _ _ _ • _ different type fonts. Computers. Coders. HIgh-speed
Soon millions will put more ZiP printers. Giant, IS-ton electro-mechanical sorters.
- -I Ad- k I' By 1975, this equipment should begin to slashIn your mal. n nlc e 5 postal operating expenses as much as $500 million a
helping make it happen. year. And make a whopping imI?rovement in se~ce.

At the core of the new machines-sand of business,
medical, aerospace, and other advanced electronic
hardware-are millions of spidery gadgets like the one 1

in our photo. Anywhere from 29 to 100percent nickel,
they're hermetically sealed packages for miniaturized
components. Most house tiny chips of silicon covered
with transistors, resistors, diodes, and complex cir-
cuitry-complete systems for storing, amplifying, or
otherwise harnessing faint electronic impulses.

The nickel in the packages helps because it has



.SHOULD WORK IN THE POST OFFICE.
good thermal and chemical compatibility with sili- York, N.Y The International Nickel Company of
con. Because it enhances formability, bonding, and Canada, Limited, Toronto. International Nickel
electrical conductivity. And because corrosive humid- Limited, London, England.
ity won't faze it. (Nor snow, nor rain, nor heat, nor .i)~ ..

gloom of night, for that matter.)
Insignificant as the little cylinder looks, it took

over 4,000,000pounds of nickel to make enough of
them for the electronics industry last year.

Just as our metal is a helper, so International
Nickel is a helper. Weassist dozens of different indus-
tries allover the world in the use of metals. We offer
technical information. And the benefit of our experi-
ence. Often, Inco metallurgists are actually able to
anticipate alloys that willbe needed in the future, and
to set about creating them.

This kind of helpfulness, we figure, will encour-
age our customers to keep coming back to us. •

And that helps all around.
The International Nickel Company, Inc., New INTERNATIONAL NICI(EL HELPS



Engine



Charlie

CAREN LEVY

Engine Charlie found this lovely, walking down
the hall in Baldwin. She is Caren Levy, a 5'6"
brunette from University College. She likes all
sports especially bowling and ice skating. Caren
plans to go on into community services after
graduation because she loves helping and working
with children. You can see why Engine Charlie
wishes he were a child again.

Photos By Bruce Lippard
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Marginal land:
the same area

raises 30 chickens
or 1 ton of catfish



The farmers at a "Kombinat" (collective
farm) in Nasice Breznica, Yugoslavia are
really making their acreage payoff.

They flooded it, and are raising good old
American channel catfish.

About three years ago, FMC visited the
Kombinat as part of a state department-
approved agricultural development program.
At the time, the Yugoslavians were raising
carp in huge man-made ponds covering mar-
ginal land-land not best suited for crops.
"Why not switch to farming 'catfish?" we
asked. "They yield twice the harvest. And
they bring a premium price in the market-
place."

The Yugoslavians said, "Good idea-where
do we get the fish?"

That's when our work began. We con-
tracted to ship them 21,000 fingerlings, 110
brood stock, and 120,000 newly hatched
"fry," knowing live fish shipment mortality
rates often reached 50%.

To do this job, special FMC containers
were developed to fit into the baggage com-
partment of a Pan Am 707. They maintained
precise life support levels of oxygen, carbon
dioxide, ammonium, and controlled thermal
levels, too. During four' 50 hour trips from
S1. Louis to Yugoslavia we lost just six fish.
A record.

More importantly, Yugoslavia has more
productive "farmland."

Fish farming, or aquaculture, is an exten-
sion of FMC agricultural programs. The
company is capable of building ponds, sup-
plying pond cleaning and pond operating
equipment, building fish processing and can-
ning plants, as well as containers for ship-
ping fish by air.

We also make printing presses, chemicals,
snowmobiles, rayon cord, and several thou-
sand other diversified products.

To discover what else we're doing to make
life livable, see your placement director for
our publication, "Careers with FMC." Or
write FMC Corporation, P. O. Box 760, San
Jose, California 95106. We are an equal op-
portunity employer.

fmc
••••••• ®

FMC CORPORATION
You'd be surprised

at all the things we do.



Ihe [nqineer in Societv
T=~~

DAN RUSS CE'73 "I get the feeling that my education in
Gear School has programmed me into a
problem machine with little appreciation
for basic contemporary problems facing
the Engineer in the 'outside' world. This
course, for me, has made my sweat and
blood worthwhile. "

During the Spring Quarter of 197 1 a course "The course touched on all the im-
entitled "The Engineer in Society" was offered as a portant aspects of Engineering in soci-
3 credit hour H & S elective on an experimental ety, (It) answered some of my questions
basis. The course, organized by Dr. J ames Leonard, and posed some new ones I had never
Head of the Chemical and Nuclear Engineering considered. "
Dept., was open to Freshmen and Senior engineer-
ing students. "(The course was) comprehensive, in-

The basic objectives of the course were; to teresting and very thought provoking. "
develop an appreciation of the importance of the
social and moral considerations of technological Thi S' "Th E' "S' t "" t b" . ". IS prIng engIneer In oCIe y IS 0 e
decisions, to promote understanding of Engineer ff d aeai 3 dit h H&S I ti Th" . " . a ere agaIn as acre lour e ec lve. e
professionalism and to provide Engineering stu- b '11 b 20 254 300 dON th
d . h h . f" t d ." course num er WI e - - an r. a an

ents WIt t e experience 0 arnving a ecisrons Gilb t f th Ch " IE' " D t "II b
th h di " 1 er 0 e ermca ngmeermg ep. WI eroug group IScuSSIon. . .

O h If f th 111- h ". 1 d the organizer. A total of 75 places are availablene a 0 e 72 our sessions invo ve. .
"" " ".". WIth over half to be filled by Freshmen and thedISCUSSIons on varIOUS tOPICS WIth invited guests, bIb S' Th f t '11 b d

" " " a ance y eniors. e same orma WI e useone fourth were planning and decision making d th t " t b d' d '11 t t. . " an e OpICS 0 e Iscusse WI, 0 a greaworkshops and the rest were used In orgarnzrng and t t d d th desi f th t d t
1 ti th ex en, epen on e esires 0 e . s u en s

eva ua mg e course. 11 d' h G di '11 b 1 1enro e In t e course. ra mg WI e arge y
Pass-Fail, with passing contingent on attendence
and the satisfactory completion of a paper on any

The guests included such men as William Zimm- of a wide variety of topics.
er Jr., Treasurer of CG & E, Thomas Akins, T.V. A great deal of emphasis will be placed on the
commentator and Harold F. Borger, Chief Engi- workshop or decision-making sessions in order to
neer, Hilton Davis Chemical Co .. The topics dis- familiarize the students with the process being used
ussed ranged from population control to unioniza- more and more to come up with answers to the
tion for Engineers to situation ethics. One topic problems facing society today. During' these ses-
that was of great interest and controversy was the sions the students will also experience the frustra-
question of where the ultimate responsibility for tion that accompanies searching for answers that
technological decisions should lie. can't be worked ou t solely by use of a slide rule.

Student evaluation of the course showed an "The Engineer in Society" is no longer an
overwhelming approval of both the content and experimental course, but has been approved by the
the format. Every discussion session held the Educational Council. Future plans include opening
interest of the students so much that each ran over the course to non-Engineering students and sharing
the allotted time period. All felt that the course the responsibility for organizing the course with a
should be continued. Both Freshmen and Seniors non-engineering faculty member.
felt each group benefited from the other's perspec- I can see continued success for this course
tive. At the end of the quarter the entire class primarily because its discussion format is so re-
signed a letter or appreciation to Dr. Leonard for freshing as compared to the stiffling monologue of
organizing the course. most Engineering courses. Secondly it concerns

Some typical comments from the students in- contemporary problems that we will need to deal
eluded; with very shortly.
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THE DISCOVERY COMPANY
For further information on our activities, write ;::::~~~,::\::.:..
Union Carbide Corporation, 270 Park Avenue, New Yor~:::::;
New York 10017. An equal opportunity employer. . .::.
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The Living
Function

Section I said it couldn't be done, but Section II
did it? Did what? Integrated the living function
into one of the finest Winter Quarter social events
of the Engineering College. The annual semi-formal
dance was held February 26, 1972, at the K of C
Hall across the river in Newport, Kentucky. Music
was provided by "Lock, Stock, and Barrel", a nine
piece horn band.

During intermission the sweetheart of 1972 was
crowned. Jerry Falso, dance chairman, introduced
Tribunal President Randy Allemang who crowned
Cheryl Priesmier and presented her with a bouquet
of roses.

The runners-up in the Third Annual contest
were Judi Baker, Nancy Korte, Jane Schueler, Svea
Sjodahl, Pat Snyder and Judy Ann Stewart.
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News Briefs

GARY SMOCK EE'73

MARV LEEPER EE'72

A NEW METHOD OF TEACHING Several other professors in the College of En-
gineering have also tried this new teaching tech-

Last Autumn Quarter, Dr. Carl Osterbrock, of .. nique. Perhaps the self-paced method of instruc-
the Electrical Engineering Department, tried a new tion will become a standard teaching method.
method of teaching, which is becoming quite
popular in engineering education. This method is
self-paced instruction (SPI). SPI permits students
to cover the course material at their own rate. Dr. TB1TINITIATION
Osterbrock tried this instructional method with the
Electromagnetic Fields course (EE 374). The TB1T, the national engineering honorary society,
course was set up as follows: There were no held its winter quarter initiation on Friday, March
lectures unless the students requested one. The 3. Students in the top eighth of their Junior Class
course material was divided into seven assignments. and top fifth of their Senior Class are eligible for
Each student would study the text material and election to TB1T. Two inductions are held each
work the related sample problems until the student year, one Autumn Quarter and one Winter Quarter.
felt he understood the assignment satisfactorily. Those students entering were:

The student would then ask to take the quiz for
that assignment. The quizzes were returned to the Arthur Beckerman
student the same or following class period and Dr. Michael David Cummins
Osterbrock would discuss the student's work with Robert Estil Gray
him. Walter Martin Griffith

If the pupil received an A, B, or C on the quiz, Harold Lamond Jeffery
he was permitted to undertake the next assign- Thomas Joseph Lynch
mente If he received a U (unsatisfactory), the Vincent Eugene McFaddin
student was asked to study that assignment and Richard Frank Novak
take another quiz. Ronald Joseph Ulczynski

All seven quizzes and a final examination had to Richard Harris Akers
be taken in order to receive a grade. At the final Stephen C. Ashman
exam, an evaluation was distributed, and the Stephen Richard Bertke
students were asked to fill it out and return it by J ames Fielding Elkin
mail. Ronald Marcel Gall

The results of this evaluation show that most Stephen Paul Hannon
students agreed the self-paced instruction method Robert Edward Renner
was an improvement over the conventional lecture Alan Garret Scott
method. They also liked the discussions of their Anthony Joseph Siegman
work shortly after taking a quiz. John Craig Shirley

One of the most interesting results is that 10 put Robert Dale Schultz
of 15 students felt the course material was interest- James Wayne Smith
ing. Daniel Louis Strauss

The grade distribution was as follows: A - 4; B Gerald Paul Thompson
- 14; C - 4 (and two students who did not Shri Niren Chand Suchanti
complete the course received an N). James Alvin Eicher
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I.E.E.E. STUDENT BRANCH LAB

Recently the student branch of I.E.E.E. was
successful in opening a student lab in room 914,
Rhodes. This lab was designed so that students
could work on their own projects at their conve-
nience.

Present equipment includes oscillators, VTVM's,
decade resistance box, decade capacitance box, low
voltage current limited power supplies, a 60 MHZ
dual trace oscilloscope donated by Tektronics and
misc. tools and parts. Plans call for an increase in
equipment as soon as funds and donations are
made available.

Any E.E. student can obtain access to this lab
by acquiring a key from the electrical instrument
room personnel, after presenting porper identifi-
cation.

All E.E. students are invited to use the lab. All
of the equipment belongs to the Student Branch of
I.E.E.E. of which all E.E. students are members.

BID-ENGINEERING DAY

Biomedical Engineering at D.C. Day will be held
on Saturday, April 8, 1972. Each department will

I invite interested members of the junior and senior
classes to attend this all day program.

In the morning, some medical doctor-engineer
teams will discuss their projects from the medical
and engineering aspects. A tour of the biomedical
facilities in Rhodes Hall is also planned.

An informal luncheon is to be held in the
faculty club from noon until 2 P.M. A tour of the
medical school will be given after the luncheon.

Professor Herman Weed, from Ohio State Uni-
versity, will be the guest speaker at the luncheon.
He will tell what biomedical engineering is, what
the engineer's role is on a biomedical team, as well
as the opportunities in the field as of now.

SITE FOR THE LIBRARY DETERMINED

The new University Library will be built along
Woodside Place, where Lot #6 is presently located,
according to Mr. Bruce Kaufmann, Director of
University of Libraries. The final site was approved
by the Board of Directors upon recommendation
from the University Building Committee. Among
the reasons this site was chosen are: the site
preparation costs are small and the academic center
of the university is being shifted in this direction of
the campus. The location of the library will thus be
between the academic center and a parking area.
This is of importance to the commuting student.

The new building will be connected to buildings
in the Brodie Science complex, making it possible
to enter the library without going out-f-doors.

The library will be completed in phases. The
first phase will include moving the Engineering
Library into the new library facility. Mr. Kauf-
mann estimated the new library to be completed
by 1976.

A t the time of this writing, the $10 million in
funds for the initial phase has not been approved
by the State Legislature.

Glaser and Myer and Associates are the archi-
tects for the new library.
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HOW CAN A FOUR-INCH CERAMIC CYLINDER
HELPPREVENT A MUGGING?

By itself, there's no way the crime rate went down for the
cylinder we're talking about first time in years. Down 32%.
could prevent a mugging. Or And we expect to hear similar
any other crime. figures from the more than 90

But if you build a light bulb other cities now using Lucalox.
around it, it can. And has. It's a clear example of how

A few years back, General a technological innovation can
Electric engineers built a light help solve a social problem. A
bulb with a ceramic filament lot of times, the effect of tech-
called the l.ucaloxw lamp. Then nologyon society is rather direct.
they built a streetlighting system That's why, at General Elec-
to use it. tric, we judge innovations more

Purely as a feat of engineer- by the impact they'll have on
ing, that was pretty good. Be- people's lives than by their sheer
cause it's the most efficient technical wizardry.
source of white light ever in- Maybe that's a standard you
vented. It gives off twice the light should apply to the work you'll
of the best mercury system... be doing. Whether or not you
without any extra electricity. ever work at General Electric.

But, engineering aside, it's Because, as our engineers
even better. When Lucalox went will tell you, it's not so much
upin four of the highest crime what you do that counts. It's
areas of Washington, D.C., the what it means.

GENERAL ® ELECTRIC




